
NORTHSTAR 3e Level 1               Name_________________  

Video Activity Worksheet  
Unit 3: The Arts 
Fish Artist 
 
Comprehension 
 
Predict 
This video is about a man who makes art out of fish. What do you think his art will look 
like? What other types of unusual art do you know about?  
 
Study these words. Then watch the video.  
 
art critic: someone whose job is writing about art and saying whether it is good or bad  
   
celebrity: a famous person     
 
expensive:  something that is expensive costs a lot of money     
 
famous: known and admired by a lot of people     
 
foremost:  the best or most important 
 
fresh: fresh food is food that has been made only a short time ago      
 
immigrant: someone who comes to live in a country     
 
(an artist’s) medium: the materials, paints, etc., that an artist uses 
 
range: a group of things that are different, but are the same type of thing 
 
stint (v.): to not use enough money on something, so it is unsuccessful or of bad quality 
 
topical: related to events that are happening now 
 
trademark: a special word or picture on a product that shows it is made by a particular 
company 
 
training: activities that help you learn how to do a job or play a sport 
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Focus  

Watch the video.  Read the statement. Choose True or False. Circle T or F.  
 
Fernando Lara uses oils and a wide range of colors for his art.   T F 
 
Comprehension  
Read the statements. Then watch the video again. Choose the correct answer. Circle a, b, 
or c. 
 
1. Fernando Lara works at _______________. 
a. an art museum 
b. a seafood restaurant 
c. a food market 
 
2. Lara’s art _______________.  
a. costs a lot of money to make 
b. takes four years to make 
c. is made of old fish 
 
3. People in the neighborhood _______________. 
a. buy Lara’s art 
b. enjoy Lara’s art 
c. eat Lara’s art 

 
Speaking   
Do you think it would be more interesting to make art from fish or from paint? Explain.  

 
Writing 
Do you think art is a good way for a store to attract customers? Write three reasons why 
or why not.  
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